
MEMO FROM THE MAYOR 

 

SUBJECT: When 5th Generation Warriors Partner with America’s Deep State Globalists, 

Part I 

 

• "If ye love wealth better than liberty, the tranquility of servitude than the animating 

contest of freedom, go from us in peace. May your chains sit lightly upon you, and may 

posterity forget that ye were our countrymen!" —Samuel Adams (1776) 

 

• “The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.” –Sun Tzu (c. 500 

B.C.) 

 

Old Think:  Right vs. Left 

 To correctly analyze what is going on in our psychosis-riddled country, we must quit using 

twentieth-century-think.  Afterall, Dorothy, we’re not in the twentieth century, anymore.  Right 

vs. Left; Republican vs. Democrat; Conservative vs. Progressive—none of these dichotomies fit 

the current multi-faceted paradigm in which we find ourselves.  Instead, we appear to be at that 

point in our history where it’s National Populism vs. Globalist Totalitarianism.  Indeed, that puts 

us in a real Us vs. Them stalemate.  

The Us comprise the “Americans-come-first” crowd, while the Them comprise the one-

world-government cabal led by Klaus Schwab and the World Economic Forum, also known as the 

you-will-own-nothing-and-be-happy cult.  In other words, Americans will always come last.   

Nevertheless, Klaus is correct. We the People will own nothing in the world that Herr 

Schwab and his globalist elite friends (mostly billionaires) attempt to fashion.  For one, the elite 

totalitarians will own it all.  But don’t despair.  Schwab and his fellow cultists promise we’ll have 

more bugs to eat than we can possibly handle—a kind of macabre cannibalistic irony, since the 

globalists view We the People as bugs. 

Will 5th Generation Warfare Have 6th Generation Jets? 

 In Memos long past, this author has written about fifth-generation warfare.  By way of 

quick review, this type of “fight” is conducted predominantly through means of non-kinetic 

military actions, the “soft-power” as my US Army War College professors described it.  For 

example, much of the psychological operations conducted by the world’s militaries qualify as fifth-

generation, namely, social engineering, misinformation, disinformation, cyberattacks, not to 

mention the newly emerging artificial intelligence and fully autonomous systems.  Our country is 

subjected to much of this on a daily basis through the various media, domestic and foreign. 



(Although, the first Trump Administration received better objective media coverage from the RT 

and Al Jazeera TV networks than CNN or MSNBC provided.)  

 This is how the Big Bully of the East, our biggest existential threat as a near-peer military  

competitor, and who just happens to be a top-five trading partner to boot (of all things), sees fifth-

generation warfare: (1) psychological warfare; (2) smuggling warfare; (3) media warfare; (4) drug 

warfare; (5) network warfare; (6) technological warfare; (7) fabrication warfare; (8) resources 

warfare; (9) economic aid warfare; (10) cultural warfare; and (11) international law warfare.  Does 

anything in that list ring a bell? 

 Please understand, we’ve been in an undeclared war for at least two decades with that near-

peer competitor.  Yet, the typical American citizen is either clueless about this fact, has not 

connected the dots, or worst of all, simply doesn’t care.  Our near-peer competitor has killed more 

of our citizens with the assistance of their crucial Mexican cartel allies by supplying them the 

fentanyl that killed and kills more of our citizens than all American combat deaths suffered since 

the Korean War. According to usafacts.org, 2022 alone gave the U.S. 73,654 fentanyl overdose 

deaths.  At the current rate, the U.S. will eclipse all combat deaths in the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries before the end of the decade. 

Nothing to See Here, Move Along 

How is that not an act of war?  Easy—the elites don’t care, so we shouldn’t either.  Small-

forever-wars comprise the current framework, not the big kind of wars that could turn every major 

city in the Unites States into a pile of radioactive refuse.  Good grief, that’s bad for business. 

In Russia, this genre of the continuation of politics (policy) by other means (a tip of the hat 

to Carl von Clausewitz) is known as “New Generation” warfare.  It also prioritizes the soft power 

of the psychological over the kinetic.  The Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014 during the Obama 

Administration is an example of this doctrine.  Ironically, the Russian view is that their New 

Generation doctrine will cut personnel and equipment losses if the conflict switches to kinetic.  

While the current two-year-plus slog in Ukraine fails to support that theory, it must be kept in mind 

that Putin doesn’t have the battle-hardened forces that defeated Ukrainian Nazis eighty years ago, 

having been annealed by the Depression years and the Stalinist purges of the Thirties. 

Let’s not fool ourselves.  The Globalist Totalitarians are not all hunkered down in Europe 

standing by for Russia to lob a tactical nuke into Ukraine, then waiting for the rest of the party to  

begin. They’re scattered all about our country, as well.  Many globalists are in Congress.  Some  



lurk in state legislatures.  Some are governors.  All are far richer than we are, and they care more 

about their bottom line than their country. 

The next memo will focus more on what is meant by America’s Deep State Globalists.  For 

starters, think every elected official that consistently votes for more government control of our 

daily lives at any level of government—regardless of party branding—and the vast majority of 

unelected bureaucrats in the Washington, D.C. bubble who work for an alphabet agency—any 

alphabet agency to include the Department of Defense (DoD), the biggest oxymoron of all. 


